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• Peer review?!E#'%7$#!Z+&O!-$!A&##,8!%''#$$-6,#!%DG!0(#!'+447D-08!-$!2#&8!%'0-2#)!
&#$7,0$!-$!%'0-2#,8!'(#'O#G!%DG!-4.&+2#G!7.+D!68!.##&$Y!!

• Transparency?!S.#D!Z+&O!%,,+Z$!8+7!0+!'(#'O!%DG!0&%'O!0(%0!A+&!8+7&$#,A)!Z-0(+70!
(%2-DV!0+!&#,8!+D!2#DG+&!.&+4-$#$Y!!

• Reliability?!S.#D!Z+&O!+70,-2#$!-0$!+&-V-D%,!%70(+&$!6#'%7$#!-0!-$!'+D$0%D0,8!7.G%0#G!
0(&+7V(!%'0-2#!'+447D-0-#$Y!!

• Flexibility-!]+7!'%D!7$#!+.#D!Z+&O!0+!%GG&#$$!.&+6,#4$!0(%0!%&#!7D-^7#!0+!
'+447D-08!%DG!8+7!'%D!&#,8!+D!'+447D-08!(#,.!Z(#D!8+7!-4.,#4#D0!D#Z!$+,70-+D$Y!!

• Open collaboration?!B(#!#_-$0#D'#!+A!%'0-2#!+.#D!'+447D-0-#$!4#%D$!0(%0!8+7!'%D!
A-DG!(#,.)!&#$+7&'#$)!%DG!.#&$.#'0-2#$!0(%0!&#%'(!6#8+DG!+D#!-D0#&#$0!V&+7.Y!!

!
Doing Open Science is!F.A.I.R: 

!
• 5-DG%6-,-08!
• 3''#$$-6-,-08!
• PD0#&+.#&%6-,-08!
• "#7$#!

!
Create an Idea: 

• "#2-#Z!S.#D!L+7&D%,$!
• *#%&'(!A+&!S.#D!L+7&D%,$!
• [$#!S.#D!*+7&'#!0++,$!A+&!-D-0-%,!#_.,+&%0-+D!

!
Get Funded: 

• W&%D0!B#4.,%0-DV!
• S.#D!*'-#D'#!C&+A-,#!@%D%V#4#D0!
• W7-G%D'#!+D!.&+T#'0!G#$-VD!0+!6#!+.#D!

!
Do Work: 

• 1&#%0#)!7$#!%DG!V&+Z!S.#D!*+7&'#!&#$#%&'(!0++,$!
• 3GG!+&!'&#%0#!+.#D!'+447D-0-#$!
• [$#!6#$0!.&%'0-'#$!-D',7G-DV!'+G#$!+A!'+DG7'0!

!
Publish: 

• "#,#%$#!C&#.&-D0!
• C76,-$(!-D!+.#D!T+7&D%,$!
• [$#!+.#D!.##&!&#2-#Z!
• "#,#%$#!&#$#%&'(!G%0%!.76,-',8!
• 1&#%0#!'+G#!&#.+$!A+&!&#$#%&'(!%D%,8$-$!
• E7-,G!+.#D!'+447D-0-#$!
• [$#!+.#D!,-'#D$-DV!

!
And then? 

• ID$7&#!%,,!G+'74#D0%0-+D!-$!'+4.,#0#!
• PG#D0-A8!'+447D-08!,#%G#&$!0+!0%O#!+D!0(#!D#_0!$0%V#!



 

• Q#0#&4-D#!-A!%,,!%$$#0$!0(%0!%&#!D##G#G!%&#!%'07%,,8!.76,-$(#G!
• `/3!Q%0#!%DG!@#0%G%0%!

!
Projects: 

• S.#D!*'-#D'#!3D%,80-'$!
• S.#D!*+7&'#!L+7&D%,!*+A0Z%&#!
• WP*!S.#D!Q%0%!C+&0%,!
• Q%0%2#&$#!S.#D!Q%0%!C+&0%,!
• 1+D$7,0-DV!+D!"#$#%&'(!C&+T#'0$!
• S.#D!R+&O!R+&O$(+.!

!
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3. Academic Freedom Policy, Trent Klingerman!!
!

!"#$%&'()*+&$,-))(.*$$

The Faculty Senate adopted the following statement on academic freedom on September 23, 1954 and 
was approved by the Board of Trustees on October 16, 1954 and revised and adopted by the Faculty 
Senate on November 20, 2008 and approved by the Board of Trustees on February 7, 2009:  

%&'()*+&$,-))(.*$'/($0)12./1+3+4+56$$

We, the faculty of The University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, in the spirit and tradition of 
free universities throughout the world, are agreed upon the following statement of principles on academic 
freedom and responsibility. We believe that incorporation of these principles into the organization of The 
University of Vermont and State Agricultural College will re-emphasize the importance of academic 
freedom to the basic health of the University, and also serve as a statement of policy on the rights and 
responsibilities of faculty members at this institution. It has been our intent to state these principles in 
terms broad enough so that they may be valid not only in these critical times when academic freedom and 
personal liberty are in jeopardy both at home and abroad, but also in the future insofar as the future can be 
foreseen.  

78)$9)&)11+56$.:$%&'()*+&$,-))(.*$+/$;+<8)-$=(>&'5+./$

The main purpose of a university has always been, must always be, to stimulate the thinking and the 
creative powers of its students and its faculty. As an institution it deals in ideas, not only old and accepted 
ones but new ones that may be full of explosive power. If they are explosive, they are bound to be 
disconcerting, even painful, to some on the campus and to many beyond its borders. Inevitably they will 
be called dangerous by the timid and short-sighted, but to those who really believe in the fruitfulness of 
human thought, the real danger would appear only if the flow of such ideas should cease. For then indeed 
sterility would have taken over our campus. Our faculty would no longer deserve the name of intellectuals 
and our students, regardless of degrees attained, could no longer claim to be educated. They would leave 
our campus accustomed only to the commonplace, satisfied with the mediocre, ignorant or afraid of ideas 
which catch fire. Academic freedom is therefore not solely a right or privilege of the faculty but is the 
fulfillment of the obligation on the part of the university to provide an atmosphere in which intellectual 
growth may take place.  
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We subscribe to the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and the 1970 Interpretive 
Comments of the American Association of University Professors which provides:  

 

a. Faculty are entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of the results, subject to the 



 

without adequate cause. Termination of tenure should occur only in cases of bona fide financial exigency 
in the University or when it has been demonstrated that the teacher lacks professional or moral fitness or 
competence as a teacher. 

 


